
SHOWER  ENCLOSURES



ELEGANCE 
INSPIRES

Discover heritage-grade shower enclosures 
handcrafted for the discerning individual and exuding 
the irresistible warmth and natural character of bronze. 

We cherish the timeless value of 
bronze as we build upon a tradition of 
excellence centuries in the making. 
Everything we create is tailored to 
the needs of owners, designers and 
architects. Culminating in distinctive 
designs that innovate and inspire. 

When you choose Renaissance Genuine 
Solid Bronze, you’re choosing exceptional 
elegance, expert craftsmanship and 
enduring value. You’re choosing the 
very things bronze embodies. 

Renaissance 
Genuine Solid 
Bronze specializes in 
bespoke architectural 
bronze products 
for luxury homes 
and commercial 
properties. 

INSPIRING SHOWER ENCLOSURES 
BUILT WITH GENUINE BRONZE



WHY  
BRONZE?

When it comes to substance, strength and style, 
nothing is as true or time-tested as bronze. Luxurious 
luster, dependable durability and fluid flexibility have 
made it a material for the ages.

Instead, our genuine bronze develops a 
protective barrier that makes it practically 
impervious to dirt, damage, and water – 
making it the perfect pairing for upscale 
bathrooms. Our hand-crafted, high-quality 
bronze Mooi shower doors withstand 

drastic changes in temperature and 
humidity without corroding, cracking, or 
losing their visual appeal. Better still, all of 
our Mooi shower doors are built custom to 
fit the exact specifications of your space.

It’s much more 
resistant to 
adverse conditions 
than traditional 
alternatives and 
unlike aluminum or 
steel, it doesn’t rust 
or degrade. 

NOTHING IS AS ELEGANT AS BRONZE



THE PINNACLE OF  
REFINED BRONZEWORK

Our Mooi shower doors are perfectly 
hand-crafted to push the boundaries 
of style and strength. Offering 
designs that feature an ultra-narrow 
bronze framework, enjoy complete 
customization over your space for 
a signature feel of sophistication. 
Renaissance Genuine Solid Bronze’s 
superior non-corrosive bronze is the ideal 
material for showers and bathrooms as 
it stands up to moisture and damage 
far better than steel or aluminum.

Types
• Mooi Gridded
• Mooi Blanc
• Mooi Rail

Functions
• Single and Double Doors
• Sliding Doors
• Fixed Panels
• Outside Corners
• Pivot Steam Transoms

Options

Handles
• Edge Pull
• Wrot Pull
• Bar Pull

Finish
• Charcoal Patina
• Natural Brush
• Custom

Towel Bars

Glass
• Shower Treated
• Clear Tempered
• Pattern Glass
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